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European Commission chief Ursula von der Leyen stated at the beginning of December that 
the American Inflation Reduction Act (IRA) raised "concerns here in Europe, in a very specific 
context for our industry and our economy". This is particularly the case in the field of 
decarbonized hydrogen, which is essential for the decarbonization of industry. The IRA 
established, as early as last September, a single and simple subsidy mechanism for 
decarbonized hydrogen. For its part, the European Commission is entangled in more than 10 
legislative instruments that are currently being debated between Member States. Beyond the 
complexity of the proposed mechanisms, nothing is making progress, as it is slowed down 
once again by discussions on the place given to low-carbon hydrogen produced with nuclear 
energy. As a reminder, nuclear energy is today the first low-carbon source of electricity in the 
European Union. 
 
Indeed, on December 8, the nuclear issue caused the failure of an agreement on synthetic 
fuels for aviation, developed from hydrogen and nuclear electricity. On Monday, December 19, 
a scheduled discussion on the Directive on low-carbon hydrogen and gas may lead to the 
same result. This complexity and these delays leave hydrogen manufacturers in a situation of 
uncertainty, likely to slow down investment projects. 
 
France and Europe have placed hydrogen at the heart of their energy strategy. France has set 
a target for the production of hydrogen by water electrolysis of around 650,000 t/year (i.e. a 
capacity of 6.5 GW) for 2030. Its strategy is to locally produce this hydrogen, through a 
domestic industry, leveraging its low-carbon electricity production (nuclear, hydraulic and 
renewable). For its part, the European Commission announced in May 2022, as part of the 
RepowerEU plan, new production targets of 10 Mt/year of production on European soil. and 
10 Mt/year of hydrogen imported by 2030. The European Commission predicts that almost all 
of this hydrogen will be produced from renewable electricity, which represents an additional 
need of at least 550 TWh of electricity, i.e. the annual production of a country like France 
 
In a September letter addressed to the European Commissioner for Energy Kadri Simson, the 
French Minister for Energy Agnes Pannier-Runacher protested that "the current rules for the 
production of [renewable] hydrogen leave little room for the low-carbon electricity produced in 
France, largely through nuclear energy”. In the American IRA, the mechanism is the same 
regardless of the technology and the primary energy used to produce the hydrogen, whether 
it is produced from renewable or nuclear electricity, or even natural gas. Above all, the 
mechanism is designed to reward efficiency in terms of decarbonization: the less the hydrogen 
production chain emits greenhouse gases (GHG), the higher the tax credit granted. European 
regulations, in addition to their dispersion and complexity, show an obvious lack of 
technological neutrality. Some proposals only set targets for renewable hydrogen, effectively 
excluding hydrogen produced with French electricity, even if it meets European emission 
standards. Others lack rigor in the methods for evaluating the carbon intensity of hydrogen, 
introducing methodological biases in favor of wind and solar electricity. For instance, it is 
assumed that the lifecycle GHG emissions of renewable electricity are zero. 
 

During the French Prime Minister Elisabeth Borne’s visit to Berlin on November 25, 2022, an 
energy solidarity agreement was signed between Germany and France, and a compromise 
seemed to have been found on hydrogen. The two countries agreed to respect each other’s 
technological choices for their electricity mix and hydrogen production. In addition, they concur 
to cooperate on the development of future hydrogen infrastructure in Europe. France kept its 
commitment, signing an agreement early December in Alicante on a hydrogen transport 



pipeline project from the Iberian Peninsula (which includes an undersea pipeline linking 
Barcelona to Marseille) called “H2Med”. The German promise has yet to materialized as, in 
the days that followed, the German negotiators in Brussels have not seem to respect France's 
choice to use its nuclear and renewable electricity to produce hydrogen. 
 
Opposing nuclear and renewables is a battle that has now become obsolete. Europe will need 
both low carbon energy sources to achieve its climate goals, its energy independence, and its 
industrial sovereignty with regards to decarbonized hydrogen. The United States has 
overcome these divisions, it is now Europe's turn. 

 


